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Support your entire eDiscovery workflow in an intuitive platform designed for  

efficiency and trusted to perform.  

 Flexibility to work the way you want 

 Optimize reviews for coding efficiency and accuracy

 Get quick insights and reports on review progress

+

eDiscovery is complex and difficult with increasing volumes of data, costly review teams and 

inconsistent vendor support.  Technology should be designed to reduce the burden - not add to it.  We 

built Sightline with a different perspective: one that fully understands our clients’ challenges and creates 

an innovative experience free from compromise.  The end result?  Case teams can understand their 

documents sooner, cull more, prioritize better and review faster with lower cost.  

CONDUCT SMARTER REVIEWS. JUST IN TIME.
Software should make the case team smarter and more informed. Sightline uses analytics to inform 

the case team when other documents should be kept in the same assignment batches, and defines the 

optimized sort order of documents in order to promote coding speed, coding quality and minimize QC 

cleanup headaches.

Search results in Sightline are 

designed with efficiency in mind.  

Informing the case team of 

documents related to pure search 

hits that can be reviewed together 

to optimize coding speed and 

coding quality.

Smarter Search 
Results

At the moment of actioning a set of 

documents, Sightline recommends 

related documents (family members, 

e-mail threaded docs & textual near 

duplicates) to include so case teams 

are better informed and  

more efficient.

Action Similar  
Documents

With SMARTASSIGN™, records 

and their children are reviewed 

together along with their textual 

near dupes so documents can be 

reviewed in context – reducing 

review cost without compromising 

comprehension.

Optimized Review 
Order with  

SMARTASSIGN™
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The Power of ONE
Consilio and Advanced Discovery have joined forces to become one of the largest global providers of eDiscovery, document review, risk 

management and legal consulting services. As one company, we offer our clients the industry’s most capable and consultative services 

delivery team with the industry’s most innovative technologies on a global scale – delivering success on our clients’ toughest challenges.
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FROM THE 
NATIONAL 
LAW JOURNAL

60+
OFFICES, DATA CENTERS 
& REVIEW FACILITIES IN 
11 COUNTRIES

Ready to  
learn more?
Schedule a  

brief conversation  

to explore and  

learn more about  

how Sightline can  

help your organization.

Contact a 
Sightline 
Expert at 

DEMYSTIFY YOUR REVIEW
For review managers, knowing a review’s progress, 

activity levels and outcomes should not be mysteries 

to solve for. Sightline is different from other eDiscovery 

software platforms.  It makes everything about your 

review transparent with customizable and shareable 

reports – without the need for service calls.  Case teams 

no longer stay in the dark when it comes to knowing the 

progress of their review.

7 Different Standard Review Progress

Compare reviewer time on 
task and productivity to 

others

Save and share your 
customized reports with 
others on the case team

Automatically schedule your 
reports to run and distribute 

in the future

Audit the activity of any user 
or any document

ACHIEVE CODING SPEED AND CODING QUALITY
It’s human nature; the faster you go, the more prone to mistakes you are. Sightline defies nature with 

tools designed to structure and execute reviews for efficiency, increase coding speed and reduce 

reviewer fatigue. The end result? Faster coding speeds without sacrificing coding quality.

Review Managers define the Optimized Sort of documents so 

that reviewers spend less time bouncing between unrelated 

docs.

Reviewers reach a higher “cruising altitude” with 

personalized one-click tools to reduce fatigue-inducing 

repetitive coding actions.

Coding forms present decisions in a progressive, logical flow, 

instead of everything-at-once — reducing comprehension 

time of unnecessary coding decisions.

Reviewers can code entire families, email threads or textual 

near dupe groups as a unit, so consistent coding is applied to 

all selected documents instantaneously.

OPTIMIZED DOCUMENT SORTING

CODING STAMPS AND
CODE SAME AS LAST

PROGRESSIVE CODING FORMS

CODESYNC SIMILAR DOCUMENTS


